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Deep.Circle

On the 5th of June 2018 the first AI Deep.Circle took place at the 
Cyber Innovation Hub in Berlin. We thank all the participants for 
making this event a success, especially those who came from far 
away to be with us. We greatly appreciated their inspiring 
engagement during this intense afternoon and the following 
evening of networking with the Berlin AI ecosystem. 

We believe that bringing Europe to a competitive position in deep 
technologies can only be achieved through collaboration. With this 
goal in mind, the first Deep.Circle, focusing on AI,
brought entrepreneurs, researchers, investors and decision-makers 
from corporates and politics together. 

Your Deep.Circle Team
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Deep.Circle

The Deep.Circle

Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain, Internet of Things, 3D Printing, 
Cybersecurity and Biotechnologies. These are just some of the 
technologies which represent a new wave of innovation known as Deep 
Tech. Healthcare, finance, agriculture, energy, industrial manufacturing …
for each segment Deep Tech will be a strong driver of innovation and 
progress over the next decades. 

Europe has a strong technological know-how, boosted by powerful 
research and development institutions. Deep technologies are 
progressively reaching a level of maturity enabling concrete applications. 
However, the collaboration from a business standpoint is not efficient yet. 
These core strengths need to be gathered with a digital and business 
perspective to market. We believe that a business-impulsed initiative, in 
the form of a « do-tank » can help with Deep Tech related challenges.  

The Deep.Circle has been created in early 2018 with a main goal: 
gathering selected and high-level entrepreneurs, investors, industry 
leaders, academics, and politics. Their mission is to foster the 
development of future Deep Tech Champions and initiatives in Europe by 
supporting startups and closing the gap between R&D and business use 
cases. Members have the opportunity to meet regularly and exchange 
their perspectives on specific topics. 
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Deep.Circle

AI is increasingly becoming a topic of high relevance across countries and 
sectors. In the case of AI, startups and research initiatives are the engine 
that drives the technological development of regions. Actually, most 
regions in the world are putting in motion some action plans with the aim 
of becoming leaders of the worldwide AI market. 

At the moment, Europe is behind the US and China in seizing the 
opportunities of artificial intelligence and automation. Investments in 
automation technologies and AI are growing rapidly, dominated by digital 
companies such as Amazon, Baidu, Tencent and Google. As of today, most 
countries are including AI in their strategic actions. In terms of investments, 
external AI investment in Europe totalled around $3 to $4 billion in 2016, 
compared with $8 to $12 billion in Asia and $15 to $23 billion in North 
America – according to a global McKinsey market study. 

On June 5th 2018, +50 entrepreneurs, investors, decision-makers out of 
corporates, legal, research, politics and institutions met to work on 3 
dimensions on the theme "Taking responsibility for AI in Europe". This was 
followed by a networking event with the Berlin AI ecosystem. 

EDUCATION 

ETHICS COMPETITIVENESS

The AI Deep.Circle
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Taking responsibility of AI in Europe 
 Discussion along three dimensions



6 Working groups hosted by key
decision-makers 

4 Startup Pitches 
4 Keynotes 

Deep.Circle

15O cross-industry
participants overall  

+ 50 Opinion Leaders &
Entrepreneurs
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9 Calls for action 3 main dimensions 

+ 100 actions
discussed

Networking with 
 AI Ecosystem

The AI Deep.Circle at a glance



Deep.Circle

The discussions showed that Ethics and a stronger focus 
on machine-centered AI should be key differentiators  
for European AI. Europe should work together  
and create a competitive advantage through  
promoting and respecting its core values .  
Nevertheless, there is no common  
definition and understanding of  
“Artificial Intelligence”. De facto,  
there is no established value  
framework outlining European  
values we would like to protect  
and promote when it comes to AI.  

Ethics

Need for a common definition for AI Values in Europe 
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Deep.Circle

Data strategy for AI in Europe: The first step should be to define the core 
pillars of a European AI framework as part of an overall data strategy, 
leveraging key European values and improving data sharing.

Organization of a “COP 21 for AI” in Paris or Berlin in 1st half of 2019 with a 
strong ethical footprint. Topics such as “green & resource efficient AI”,
“industrial data”, and “urban data” should be explored as potential drivers of 
European AI. Being the objective to ratify the cornerstones of a European AI 
framework.

CALLS FOR ACTION
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The creation of a European Linguistic Data Consortium dedicated to AI and 
leveraging the different languages of Europe as a strength. Today AI 
developments are frequently limited to English language. The consortium is 
inspired by the US, where a Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) was created in 
1992, financed by the US Government as an independent and agile structure. 
The mission of a European LDC for AI should be the creation, collection, and 
distribution of data for research and development purposes on the different 
languages in Europe.

Ethics



Deep.Circle

There is a need of aligning the European educational 
systems along the defined core values for Deep Tech 
and AI in Europe. Critical value can be created by  
starting educating as of today children from a  
young age on, as well as making them aware  
of the sensitivity of some aspects of AI. To  
be able to leverage the full potential of  
the next generation of workers, not  
only their technical skills (coding and  
the math behind it) , but their soft skills  
(e.g. creativity,  social responsibility, …)  
need to be fostered as well, with European  
values in mind. In order to better position  
Europe, the focus should also be placed in  
attracting foreign talents and retaining both, 
local and foreign talents. 

Need to better align education in schools with deep tech

requirements and better attract and retain talents also

from outside europe 
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DeepTech Lab / Augmented schools, 

that would offer Open Source and Virtual 
Learning courses. Modular agile  learning 
should  emphasize  European values  and 
soft skills such as collaborative working, critical  
thinking, entrepreneurship, social thinking. These
structures should work in collaboration with other
actors from industry, politics etc. 

CALLS FOR ACTION
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Promote and make accesible DeepTech Bootcamps@Schools. For young 
children (6-10 years), tech should be an example of diversity. Girls and boys 
show the same interest for technical topics and coding until age of 10. 
Coding should be learned as a second language, starting from 6 years old. 
These Bootcamps, not only focused in coding but in deep technologies, 
should be boost spreading its reach from schoolkids located in urban areas 
to the countryside. 

Launch of a “CERN for AI” initiated by France and Germany, with a clear 
research- to-market focus, to retain and attract also talents from abroad, 
and jointly work on the key challenges in AI with close cooperation with 
European startups and industry. 

Education 
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Fostering a thriving ecosystem for Artificial Intelligence

in Europe 
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Europe can capitalize on its diversity to create a  

collaborative, efficient and attractive ecosystem 

for Artificial Intelligence. National initiatives 

have been launched independently in Germany  

and France among others. Only a joint effort will have  

the potential to compete with current initiatives in China  

and in the US. The European AI ecosystem should be built  

combining two approaches: top down, i.e. driven by institutions; 

as well  as  bottom up,  supported directly  by private actors in a 

decentralized way. As part of the ecosystem, there should also be a way for 

deep tech related projects to get funding more easily with the potential to be

supported their whole lifecycle, but also with a potential path to exit in 
Europe, a to-market vision. So far, the majority of European startups  

needs to seek financing via  non-European investors since there 
is more capital funding and exit availability. Special attention
should be brought to machine-centered AI and “quality data” 

as one key differentiator for Europe, being a strong actor in  
the industry and production sector.

Competitiveness

KEY RESULTS - COMPETITIVENESS
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The creation of a European DeepTech  

LaunchPad with a clear innovation to  
business focus and inspired by the Airbus  
A3 innovation hub in The Silicon Valley and  
the proposed project organization of  the  
J.E.D.I. initiative (Joint European Disruptive Initiative). 

The Launchpad should focus on AI first and organize challenges 
around related topics in cooperation with industry as potential 
users and also potential "exit paths" for startups. Speed to market 
is key to succeed in a competitive environment. As a result of the 
discussion it is recommended to “prototype” already in 2018 
ambitious challenges to identify the Next Big Thing focusing on AI. 
First topics for AI challenges have been suggested: 

○ How to achieve better AI with limited data?
○ How to turn the European data roadblock into an advantage?

CALLS FOR ACTION
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Competitiveness 

Incentivization of decentralized initiatives 
led by sectors and/or industry consortiums,
i.e. specific arrangements to share data and
the creation of data pools / platforms. This
can be achieved through the launch of
small-scale challenges for specific types of
actors. In addition, this will also incentivize
data sharing. A first step in the short-term
could be the organization of an AI Challenge
with a strong participation of FR-DE actors,
such as startups, research institutes and
corporates.
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CALLS FOR ACTION
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The creation of a “European Vision Fund”  
for DeepTech inspired by SOFTBANK/EBRD. The  
fund should also set the basis to accompany tech  
companies along their lifecycle, i.e. from early to late 
stage financing. It should create the ground for European "exits". 
It should be an agile structure, with a professional and autonomous 
investment committee, which would also be independent from 
governments. The professional experienced investment team should 
include business and technical profiles. It should be able to support 
startups along the whole lifecycle, from seed to later stages and also 
have industry LPs as potential exit partners. A first stage fund of a 
minimum  of 2-10 billion Euro should be launched between France 
and Germany, with a special focus on AI. France and Germany 
should contribute 50%, and the other half should come from 
Industry LPs, European Investment Fund and other private industry 
investors. 

Competitiveness 
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Conclusion 

The underlying requirement of all these calls for action is more collaboration within 
Europe countries and among companies. If an AI strategy for the whole of Europe 
may be too ambitious to start with, initiating with collaborations between specific 
countries, such as a French-German cooperation, can lead the way forward. The 
partnership between different types of actors is the second must-have. Europe has 
a strong research basis, however, somehow disconnected from the market players. 

A first step to set the pace for more collaboration relies on its ability to set a 
common definition and understanding of Artificial Intelligence, paving the way for 
aligned European data standards and promoting "innovation to market". Second 
priority will be to adapt our educational model to current mutations. These levers 
are the essential pillars to foster a powerful ecosystem for AI in Europe.  

Today countries are leveraging artificial intelligence
and in extenso technologies as a soft power  
tool. Europe has no “data giant” able to  
rival with Alphabet, Facebook or 
Tencent so far. It is a multi-cultural  
democracy, with a the potential  
for a different way to success.  
There is a clear need to speed  
up processes and build  
European champions leveraging  
values, education and ecosystems  
as competitive advantage.
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Founder(s) : Aleksandar Stojanovic, Sascha Knopff 
Founded : 2014 

Located : Berlin, DE 
https://ava.info/ 

Founder(s) : Clément Stenac, Florian Douetteau, Marc
Batty, Thomas Cabrol 

Founded : 2013 
Located : Paris, FR 

https://www.dataiku.com/ 

Monitoring mass volumes of data from
multiple sources, AVA calculates the

statistical, present and predictive safety and
risk for your and any other given location.

Dataiku DSS is the collaborative data
science software platform for teams of data
scientists, data analysts, and engineers to
explore, prototype, build, and deliver their

own data products more efficiently.

Selected participating startups and AI

initiatives

Founder(s) : John B. Rogers, Mark Smith 
Founded : 2007 

Located : Phoenix, USA 
https://localmotors.com/ 

Local Motors by LMI is a ground mobility
company. Founded in 2007, Local Motors

began low volume vehicle manufacturing of
open-source designs using multiple micro-

factories.

Founder(s) : Xavier Duportet, Arnaud de la Tour 
Founded : 2012 

Located : Paris, FR 
https://hello-tomorrow.org/ 

Hello Tomorrow is a global non-profit on a
mission to unlock the potential of deeptech
by highlighting, empowering and connecting
the most promising entrepreneurs with the

right enablers.
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Founder(s) : Christian Wolf, Tina Klüwer, Tobias
Lehmann, Núria Bertomeu Castelló 

Founded : 2015 
Located : Berlin, DE 

https://parlamind.com/en/home 

Parlamind is an AI for customer service. It
will analyze, preprocess and autonomously

answer incoming customer
communications and seamlessly integrate
into customer service as a team member.

Founder(s) : Bruno Sportisse, Agnès Guerraz 
Founded : 2017 

Located : Paris, FR 
https://www.skopai.com/ 

Skopai is building a reference platform for
tech, providing real-time knowledge of any

startup worldwide. To achieve this, it
leverages Data Sciences and AI to collect,

aggregate and analyze web data.

Founder(s) : Terence Hielscher, Mo Moubarak, Andre
Zayarni 

Founded : 2015 
Located : Berlin, DE 

https://www.moberries.com/ 

MoBerries'  mission is to connect the world's
professionals through a transparent job

market. It combines all hiring power of over
250+ companies and VCs to find the right

candidate at the right time.

Founder(s) : Adrian Locher, Rasmus Rothe 
Founded : 2016 

Located : Berlin, DE 
https://www.merantix.com/ 

Merantix is a research lab and venture
builder in the space of artificial intelligence.
They help mid- to large-sized companies to
explore and leverage the potential of deep

learning.
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Founded : 2014 
Located : Potsdam, DE 

https://asgard.vc/ 

Founded : 2014 
Located : Potsdam, DE 
https://www.serena.vc/ 

Founded : 2016 
Located : Silicon Valley, US + Paris, FR 

http://www.airbusventures.vc/ 

Asgard is a Human Venture Capital firm for
Artificial Intelligence. They have been
founding, scaling, growing and selling

companies the past 25 years.

Serena Capital is an investment structure
with more than 250 million euros under

management. Highly active on the
innovation and digital markets, the

company invest up to 15 million euros in
innovative, strong growth, companies.

Airbus Ventures is a fast-moving early-stage
investment group. They seek founders from

around the world who will set the course
for ground-breaking innovation in mobility,

security, and the future of flight.

Selected participating VCs

Founded : 2015 
Located : Cologne, DE 
https://coparion.vc/en 

Coparion is a 225 mio. € venture capital
fund for young, German technology

companies. The capital is provided by ERP
Special Fund and KfW Bankengruppe.
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#DeepCircle

Charlottenstraße 2 
10969 Berlin, Germany 

eliza@deutsche-ventures.com
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